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@dinewithneo
my insta feast

Find your kitchen superpowers  
with Neo Nontso

More about Neo: 
When she launched her @dinewithneo foodie page on 
Instagram, Neo's course was set. Hundreds of followers soon 
became hundreds of thousands, all hungry for more of her 
delicious recipes. Food campaigns, sponsorships and being 
invited to judge the World Class Bartender competition 
followed. Tapping into her entrepreneurial spirit, Neo 
launched, and singlehandedly ran, her own dark kitchen 
on Uber Eats, and was then invited to run two more for 
clients.  Lockdown saw the @dinewithneo footprint grow and 
her recipes trending daily. In 2020, in partnership with her 
brother, Neo developed and launched DWN herbs & spices. 
There’s no stopping her now! 

• Budget friendly 

• From corn dogs to oxtail 

• Neo’s dirty dining favourites 

• Seven colours buffet 

• Pasta la vista baby! 

• Neo’s most requested recipes 

• Recipes inspired by her Insta-fam 

• How to make the most out of your flavours with  
   herbs and spices

’Food and family went hand in hand when I was a child. In 
my gran’s house, the kitchen was the heart of the home. 
It was where people would eat, cry, get shouted at and 
apologise. If anyone was in trouble, we’d deal with it in 
the kitchen; if someone was happy or had good news, we’d 
hear it in the kitchen. Out of the chaos and the discipline 
grew my love affair with cooking.’ 

Let's ban boring! Neo Nontso, Instagram sensation 
and queen of having fun in the kitchen, will take you 
through the basics and show you how cooking for the 
whole family can be budget friendly and lip-smacking 
good! Filled with Neo's most requested recipes and 
her top tricks and treats,@dinewithneo also features 
her go-to grocery list, bake vs grill option, perks of 
lockdown, and recipes from some of the most watched 
food videos in South Africa. From corn dogs to oxtail, 
every single one is a must try. Pasta la vista baby!

‘A book full of tips on foods we were told will remain a lifetime on the hips 😂 food is a way of opening  
a gaping hole into someone’s soul, this book my dear friends is a scalpel… Bravo Neo!!! ’

—  Anele Mdoda


